Phe576 plays an important role in the secondary structure and intracellular signaling of the human luteinizing hormone/chorionic gonadotropin receptor.
Recent studies have identified multiple activating mutations in the sixth transmembrane domain of LH/chorionic gonadotropin receptor (LH/CGR) in patients with male-limited precocious puberty. Computer analysis suggested that these mutations had an effect on the secondary structure of the third cytoplasmic loop and sixth transmembrane domain, and that Phe576 was a critical conformational bridging residue between these regions that might be important for receptor activity. We made four amino acid substitutions of the Phe576 (F576I, F576G, F576Y, F576E) in the LH/CG receptor to analyze its functional role. Computer analysis of secondary structure predicted that the F576E mutant changed the secondary structure to a totally helical conformation in the region of the third intracellular and sixth transmembrane domain. In contrast, the F576G, F576I, and F576Y mutants were predicted to change the helical conformation in the region to an extended conformation. In expression studies, mutations of Phe576 produced functional changes in cAMP and inositol phosphate (IP) signaling, and human CG (hCG) binding. Mutations predicted to cause an extended conformation exhibited two functional patterns: first, constitutively activating in cAMP signaling without changes in IP signaling or hCG binding (F576I and F576G), and second, constitutively activating in cAMP signaling with decreased hCG-induced cAMP and IP signaling and with both higher affinity and lower capacity of hCG binding (F576Y). The mutation predicted to cause a totally helical conformation resulted in no cAMP response and a minimal IP response to hCG stimulation, with negligible hCG binding (F576E). These data suggest that the common change induced by the F576I, F576G, and F576Y mutations to an extended conformation on the third cytoplasmic loop and sixth transmembrane domain of the LH/CGR results in increased Gs coupling and activation of adenylyl cyclase. The F576Y mutation appears to have an additional effect, beyond a modification in receptor conformation, that leads to higher affinity and lower capacity of hCG binding, as well as altered Gq coupling and phospholipase C activation. The F576E mutation has a distinct and different impact on receptor conformation, which leads to negligible hCG binding and minimal function; however, the F576E mutation may provide a clue to understanding the receptor mutations that result in loss of function and pseudohermaphroditism. We conclude that Phe576 plays an important role in the human LH/CGR with respect to receptor conformation, Gs coupling, and cAMP signaling consistent with predictions from mutations associated with male-limited precocious puberty.